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It doesn’t matter how many miles 
you’ve logged in the saddle, your age, 
career, riding style, or preferred bike 
model, because the simple fact is that bicy-
cles, all bicycles, are cleverly disguised time 
machines that allow us to become twelve 
years old again. As for me, I misspent the 
better part of my youth on a bicycle, rid-
ing in Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, 
Costa Rica, and across America multiple 
times. If a twelve-step program for addicts 
of open-road adventure existed, friends would 
have tackled me to the ground years ago.

I did stop rolling long enough to find a 
full life — the frenzied, family-bliss variety 
that stops so many of us from realizing our 

riding dreams. But a wife, three boys, three 
books, and one mortgage later, the danger-
ous notion that it doesn’t have to end in 
one zip code kept surfacing.

Over the summer of 2005, I threw 
domesticity to the wind and decided to 
tour with my two young sons, Quinn, 7, 
and Enzo, 5, across America in one glori-
ous, Huck Finn-style epic — seventeen 
states, twelve mountain passes, 4,043 miles 
of prime Americana, while hauling 250 
pounds of trail-a-bike, trailer, and two kids 
behind my rear wheel. Portland, Oregon, 
to Washington, DC, in slightly over two 
months . . . timed so the truant officer 
couldn’t come a knockin’.

The phrase “Behavior not becoming of 
a parent” hammered the gray twilight side 
of my brain, the part in charge of medioc-
rity. Fortunately, I ignored it.

My hypothesis: with sixteen hours of 
summertime daylight, I could comfortably 
cover roughly eighty miles a day without 
a full-scale revolt, as long as we got off 
the rig every hour or two and into good 
trouble — playgrounds, pools, riverbanks, 
and lightsaber battles. If I was wrong, they 
might have to send out the search dogs. I’d 
be the shell of a man weeping openly by a 
touring bike, young boys painting his face 
with chain grease and blueberries.

Setting out from Portland on July 1, 
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we faced crossing an unfathomably wide 
continent. Amid lush waterfalls, emerald 
gorges, and ripe watermelons, tailwinds 
pushed us gently across the postcard-
pretty, wheat-covered vistas of southern 
Washington. We camped in a tipi and a 
yurt, held grasshopper races, and photo-
graphed funny signs, live animals, church 
doors, and road kill. Our first week was 
too easy, our first week was a gift.

Of course, a larger question kept 
draft, a version of which chases all touring 
cyclists: Would we make it? Did I own the 
proper mix of velo-fortitude and emotional 
wanderlust? I shrugged it off, the cycling 
equivalent of Jack Lalanne pretending he 
isn’t crawl stroking the English Channel 
pulling a hundred speedboats with his teeth.

“Just trying to make it sporting,” I 
joked with those who eyed our rig and 
asked what medications I was on.

Hemingway said that to learn the con-
tours of a country best, one must travel it 
by bicycle. He knew that a long-distance 
rider experiences every bend, every barely 
perceptible grade and pulse-quickening 
descent. Pedal long enough and the road 
becomes an extension of one’s body.

Hemingway never wrote the Great 
American Bike Novel, but he did pen 
another little tome called For Whom The 
Bell Tolls. Somewhere short of 7,430-foot 
Lolo Pass on the Idaho/Montana border, 
my body and the all-too-perceptible con-
tours decided to reject each other. Hear that 
ringing in my ears? The bell tolls for me.

My rig teetered when I dropped below 
six miles-per-hour, snapping me to atten-
tion the way rumble strips wake a punch-
drunk trucker. The pavement heated with 
each passing mile. I lost my appetite, 
tasted metal in the back of my throat, and 
became serious and silent as I hugged a 
shoulderless road and managed the pain 
and a serious crisis of confidence.

The boys sensed my strain and cur-
tailed the breezy chatter about live bait 
versus plastic worms begun during our 
morning fishing fun. Or maybe they grew 
stoic because I yelled out of nowhere to 
knock off that constant carping in my 
sweat stained ears. “Can’t you boys see 
that your father is caught up in the fight of 
his life . . . and if he goes down it should 
be with some semblance of dignity, not to 
jib jab commentary about whether Darth 
Vader would still be scary if he was the 
same height as Yoda. Enough already!”

Maybe that’s why they were so quiet.
Not my proudest moment of parent-

ing, but I can attest that nothing else mat-
tered at that instant save for the next pedal 
stroke . . . which didn’t arrive. I’d hit it as 
if it were made of bricks — the dreaded 
One-Week Wall that wallops so many 
long-distance cyclists. It’s when many-a-
rider has cried like a newborn and high-
tailed it home on anything with a combus-
tion engine and more than two wheels.

My pride had already left the build-
ing as I lay in a heap a few hundred yards 
short of the pass. Shame took its place when 
my boys hovered over my sweat-drenched 
body, trying to position the third plastic 
lightsaber in my gloved, unresponsive hand.

“That’s good Dad,” Quinn said. “You 
lie there just like that and we’ll act out 
the scene where young Obi-Wan beats 
a young Anakin and he almost burns to 
death on the lava planet.”

“Gentlemen,” I managed to say. “If I 
throw up, don’t be alarmed. It’s a perfectly 
natural part of the riding process.”

Enzo paused the battle, concern cross-
ing his face for the first time. “Wait, Vader 
doesn’t throw up in the movie, does he?” 
Neither seemed appropriately worried 
about my welfare. Their general lack of 
concern commingled with their misplaced 
confidence in me was just what I needed 
to drag myself up and keep pulling us all 
the way to the coast.

We did make it over Lolo Pass and, 
thrillingly, down the other side. As we 
experienced Montana’s sweeping land-
scape, outpacing epic summer storms, 
capturing explosive sunrises on film, and 
swapping lies while casting flies in hip 
waders and John Deer caps, I began to 
find the rhythm that lives inside every 
rider, but often takes the tempo of a bike 
trip to bring to the surface.

Most touring cyclists know the cheap 
thrill of causing a controlled stampede. 
Bulls, horses, cattle, or bison huddled 
along fenced pastures near a road will take 
to the hoof in spooked unison with noth-
ing more than the backspin of a freewheel 
and a few yelps and yee-haws. The herd 
will give chase in a clamor of sound, dust, 
and fury, only posts and barbed wire keep-
ing you safe from the mindless mob. It’s 
everyone’s deepest cowboy fantasy and it 
ends in the same glorious way each time: 
with the herd pulling up short at the final 
fence-line of a rancher’s property while 
you emerge from this hoof-pounding 
stampede through billows of rising dust 
. . . a certified hero of your own action-
packed western.

One day beyond MacDonald Pass in 
central Montana, we were riding a stretch of 
National Forest Service road — so remote 
even telephone poles haven’t taken root 
along its edges yet — when a herd of wild 
horses appeared behind us from over a rise. 

“It’s Spirit!” Quinn yelled.
“Stallion of the Cimarron!” added Enzo.
Even this far from civilization, there’s 

no escaping the reach of Disney references.
Our jaws dropped in unison. If the world 

were measured in terms of wonder, ours 
grew exponentially. The horses kept coming. 
Imagine the longest train, but running on 
dozens of invisible tracks, no conductor, but 
somehow each animal knows where to go. 
Their pace quickened, the sound of pound-
ing hooves was heroic as it grew louder, came 
closer. I swallowed back fear. No fences this 
time, and while Spirit is a cartoon mustang 
from Disney productions, these were made of 
bone-crushing flesh and blood. 

It’s hard to believe that wild horses still 
exist in such numbers. What was easier 
to wrap my head around was what would 
happen to us if we got caught in their path.

“Keep pedaling. And whatever you do, 
don’t spin your freewheel,” I cautioned 
Quinn, remembering a second too late 
that you never tell a kid not to do some-
thing in pressure situations.

We want to believe those were mustangs. 
What I know for sure is it’s humbling to be 
so close to graceful power in fluid motion.

We pedaled at full speed in silence for 
several glorious miles, the animals match-
ing our pace in what resembled flight. And 
when they chose, the horses passed us as 
if we were standing still. I whooped and 
hollered, sounding like a complete lunatic. 
The boys followed suit. The herd disap-
peared into the landscape, leaving nothing 
more than a brief vapor trail of dust.

If horses in those numbers can still 
roam free in the West, there remained a 
betting man’s chance that we might also 
outpace the reach of society, if just for a 
summer, between there and the Atlantic. l

Forty-nine days after their encounter with 
wild horses, Joe and his sons rolled onto the 
Mall in the nation’s capitol. Exhausted, sun 
baked, and chiseled by the miles, transformed 
by mountaintop snowball fights, the great 
Hershey Park chocolate fest, and the unsolicited 
kindness of a country coast-to-coast, they had 
only one question, “Where are we riding next 
summer?” Read more about their ride in Joe’s 
latest book Momentum Is Your Friend and 
visit his website at www.metalcowboy.com.
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